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Abstract

In mountain environments dimensions of climate change are unclear because of limited
availability of meteorological stations. However, there is a necessity to assess the scope of
local climate change, as the livelihood and food systems of subsistence-based communities are already getting impacted. To provide more clarity about local climate trends in the
Pamir Mountains of Tajikistan, this study integrates measured climate data with community observations in the villages of Savnob and Roshorv. Taking a transdisciplinary
approach, both knowledge systems were considered as equally pertinent and mutually
informed the research process. Statistical trends of temperature and snow cover were
retrieved using downscaled ERA5 temperature data and the snow cover product
MOD10A1. Local knowledge was gathered through community workshops and structured interviews and analysed using a consensus index. Results showed, that local
communities perceived increasing temperatures in autumn and winter and decreasing
amounts of snow and rain. Instrumental data records indicated an increase in summer
temperatures and a shortening of the snow season in Savnob. As both knowledge systems
entail their own strengths and limitations, an integrative assessment can broaden the
understanding of local climate trends by (i) reducing existing uncertainties, (ii) providing
new information, and (iii) introducing unforeseen perspectives. The presented study
represents a time-efficient and global applicable approach for assessing local dimensions
of climate change in data-deficient regions.
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1 Introduction
Understanding the dimensions and effects of climate change in extra-alpine mountain regions
remains a research challenge because of limited availability of instrumental climate data.
However, this challenge has to be overcome as subsistence-based communities, who have
contributed little to the causes of anthropogenic climate change, are the ones facing its harshest
impacts (Kohler et al. 2010). Changes in mean climate and enhanced climate variability affect
rural livelihoods, food systems, and infrastructure (López et al. 2017; Manandhar et al. 2018).
Whereas the accuracy of instrumental climate data is often lacking in mountain environments,
agropastoral communities, whose lifestyle is inherently connected to their habitat, possess
deep-rooted knowledge of local weather and climate. This knowledge is usually derived from
close observations of their biophysical surrounding (Boillat and Berkes 2013; Byg and Salick
2009; Chaudhary and Bawa 2011). Passed down through generations this knowledge can be
found incorporated into daily practices of agriculture, herding, medicine, or other sociocultural
events (Kalanda-Joshua et al. 2011; Kassam et al. 2018; King et al. 2008). Whereas both
knowledge systems entail their individual uncertainties and biases, integrating local knowledge
with available instrumental data can broaden the scope of available climate information at the
village scale, which can provide valuable information for climate adaptation or impacts studies
(Ford et al. 2016; García-Del-Amo et al. 2020).
Only few studies have adopted an integrated assessment of instrumental climate data and
community observations in order to investigate in local scale climate processes. Studies can be
found in South America (Fernández-Llamazares et al. 2017; Kieslinger et al. 2019; López et al.
2017), the Arctic (Cuerrier et al. 2015; Gearheard et al. 2010; Rapinski et al. 2018; Williams
et al. 2018), Africa (Ayanlade et al. 2017; Kalanda-Joshua et al. 2011; Meze-Hausken 2004;
Simelton et al. 2013), or the Himalaya (Gentle and Maraseni 2012; Klein et al. 2014). While
transdisciplinary approaches are conceptually and methodologically challenging, they appeared to be particularly promising in data-deficient environments, where local communities
pursue subsistence-based livelihoods and closely anticipate changes in climate and environment over a sustain period. Studies showed, that community perceptions of climate change
often coincided with measured meteorological trends (López et al. 2017; Rapinski et al. 2018).
Beside concordances, studies also identified different trend observations between the two data
sources (e.g. Abu et al. 2019; Fernández-Llamazares et al. 2017). To synthesise information
across both knowledge systems, their individual limitations have to be acknowledged, such as
uncertainties in the measurements and analysis of instrumental data records or the potential
variability in the substance and quality of personal perceptions within a community (Alexander
et al. 2011). Despite methodological challenges, studies concluded that the integration of
instrumental data with peoples’ observation can strengthen the understanding of local climate
change in remote areas around the globe, and introduce new perspectives to the existing field
of climate change research. Co-generated knowledge can ensure a sustainable development
of local communities, strengthen their resilience towards climate change and support effective adaptation strategies and policies (Kieslinger et al. 2019; Kalanda-Joshua et al. 2011).
As previous studies have shown the potential of taking a multiple evidence approach, this
study is the first one integrating community observations with instrumental climate data in the
Pamir Mountains of Tajikistan. The Pamirs constitute a suitable research area for such an
integrative study design as local trends and impacts of temperature and precipitation change
remain mostly unknown due to a low network of meteorological stations (Xenarios et al.
2019). At the same time, local communities were shown to possess detailed knowledge of their
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ecological and climatological environment, which they incorporate in daily agricultural practices and store in the form of complex ecological calendars (Kassam et al. 2011; Kassam et al.
2018). In order to generate new information about local climate trends in the Pamirs, which
can be crucial for climate adaptation or impacts studies, the aims of this study are threefold:
1. Generate and analyse high-resolution climate time series that match the scale of community observations.
2. Valorise community perceptions of local trends in temperature, precipitation, and snow.
3. Synthesise information about local trends in temperature, rain, and snow by integrating
community perceptions and instrumental climate data.
A number of data sets and methods were used to gain information about relevant climate
variables, including trends in temperature, precipitation, and snow cover. To receive highresolution temperature estimates at the village-scale, we downscaled ERA5 temperature data
using a lapse rate based approached. Lapse-rate downscaling can enhance the spatial accuracy
of gridded data sets above data-scarce regions, as it works independently to meteorological
ground stations (Gao et al., 2012; Gao et al., 2017). Temporal variations in snow cover were
investigated using daily data from the MODIS snow product MOD10A1 (Hall and Riggs
2016). In addition to measured data products, community perceptions were gathered using
semi-structured interviews and community workshops. Our research approach is built on a
respectful research relationship between scientists and local communities and can be applied in
other data-deficient regions around the word to foster more transdisciplinary climate research.

2 Study sites & research relationship
This study has been conducted in the Pamir Mountains of Tajikistan, in the villages of
Roshorv and Savnob (Fig. 1). The Pamir Mountains cover the regional districts of the
Tajik Gorno-Badakhshan Autonomous Oblast (GBAO), the Afghan province of
Badakhshan, the Western part of the Chinese province of Xinjiang, and the southernmost
part of the Kyrgyz Osh region. The research sites are located in the western part of the
Tajik Pamirs, characterized by a semi-arid climate with precipitation peaks in winter and
spring (Aizen et al. 2001; Finaev et al. 2016). The regions supply of water for drinking,
irrigation, and energy production depends almost entirely on glacier-fed rivers, making
water a valuable and limited resource (Aizen et al. 2007). The village of Roshorv is
located on a spacious plateau on an altitude of 3139 meter above sea level (masl).
Savnob, which is constrained by steep mountain hills and a gorge, is located on an
altitude of 2692 masl. In both villages, people traditionally live as subsistence-based
farmers and herders with little monetary income. Because Savnob and Roshorv are
located in deep mountain valleys pervaded with a fragile network of roads and treks,
inclement weather conditions or mass movements can lead to isolation, cutting them off
from key supply routes. Therefore, an autonomous food supply is very important to
ensure food security throughout the year. Both communities belong to the ethnicities of
the “Bartangi”, speaking one of the Pamir languages “Shugni” (Kassam et al. 2011).
A research relationship with both communities was firstly established by the second author
in the year 2006. Based on this relationship an action research initiative was launched in 2015,
focusing on the revitalization of ecological calendars in Savnob and Roshorv to enhance the
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Fig. 1 Map of the study region showing the Pamir Mountains of Tajikistan and the location of the research
villages Savnob and Roshorv, and the meteorological stations applied in this study.

adaptive capacity of the communities to the impacts of climate change (Kassam et al. 2018).
Within this research initiative, data for this study was acquired in two 2-week field
sessions in summer 2018 and 2019. The integration with the overhead project on
ecological calendars considerably contributed to the effectiveness of this study, because
(1) a research relationship with the communities was already established since the year
2006, (2) ongoing research on ecological calendars provided important a-priori information regarding the human ecological and environmental situation of the two communities
(information on ecological calendars can be found in Kassam et al. 2018), and (3) jointresearch activities, such as two community workshops in 2018, were used to inform both
research initiatives simultaneously and to show interlinkages. An important focus of both
studies was to create an effective research relationship and to engage local knowledge
holders in the research process (Woodward, 2010). Before the start of our work we
informed the religious leader and the secular head of the village organization about our
intentions and asked for their participation, which they always generously consented to.
All interactions have been supported by a local community researcher in the native
language of the communities.
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3 Material and methods
To assess climate change impacts at the level of the villages, we used a number of datasets
including reanalysis data, satellite data, and community observations. A graphical outline of
the applied research tasks is provided in the online resources of this manuscript. Throughout
the whole research design and implementation, we valued each data type as equally insightful
and each mutually guided the research process.

3.1 Downscaling and temperature trend analysis
Monthly temperature trends ranging from 1979 to 2018 have been derived by applying an
elevation correction approach to the gridded temperature product ERA5 (Copernicus Climate
Change Service 2017). ERA5 is provided by the European Centre for Medium Range Weather
Forecast (ECMWF) and delivers various atmospheric, land-surface and sea-state parameters at
different pressure levels utilizing both past observations and models. More information on the
assimilation scheme and performance of ERA5 can be found in Hersbach et al. (2018). To
capture the small-scale variability of near-surface temperature in complex terrain, we applied
an elevation correction to the original ERA5 dataset to enhance its spatial resolution from 31
kilometres to point-scale. To apply the proposed elevation correction approach of ERA5, the
following variables are needed: monthly means of the 2-meter temperature (2mT), surface
pressure and orography on a single level, and temperature and geopotential at the 400, 450,
500, 550, 600, 650, 700, 750, 775, 800, 825, 850 hPa levels.
To evaluate the performance of the newly generated elevation corrected ERA5 dataset over the
Pamirs we used temperature data of existing meteorological stations from different altitudes across
the Pamirs. For this purpose, eleven meteorological station records have been acquired from the
State Administration for Hydrometeorology of the Republic of Tajikistan (SAHRT). Station records
cover the period from 1995 to 2012 at a monthly frequency (State Administration for Hydrometeorology of the Republic of Tajikistan 2013). Following the guidelines from the World Meteorological Organisation, stations with a minimum data coverage of 80 % and less than 5 % missing values
were maintained (Zahumenský 2004). After the quality check, five stations remained for validation
(Fig. 1). More information on the location and altitude of the stations can be found in Online
Resource 1. Apart from SHART stations, two automated weather stations were installed in Savnob
and Roshorv between 2016 and 2019 by the research team conducting this study. This station data
was used to identify the most suitable combination of pressure levels to calculate monthly lapse rates
for the research locations.
The elevation correction of ERA5 2mT was done after the proposed method of Gao et al.
(2017), using ERA5 internal vertical temperature gradients. Those lapse rates (Γ) define the
relationship between temperature and elevation and can be used to adjust the original ERA5
grid height to a target elevation. Lapse rates are determined monthly to account for atmospheric variations and are based on the temperature and geopotential height at different preselected pressure levels (Equation 1).
ðT hPa A −T hPa B Þ
ð1Þ
Γ¼
ðGpH hPa A −GpH hPa B Þ
,where ThPa _ A and ThPa _ B represent the temperature at the highest and lowest pressure level,
respectively. And GpHhPa _ A and GpHhPa _ B represent the geopotential height of the respective
pressure levels.
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To account for varying atmospheric conditions, lapse rates based on four pressure level
combinations were calculated (c. f. Gao et al., 2012): (1) ΓA is based on the maximum and
minimum elevation, (2) ΓB is based on the ERA5 grid height and minimum elevation, (3) ΓC is
based on ERA5 grid height and the height of the pressure level below the target elevation, and
(4) ΓD is based on the height of the two pressure levels below and above the weather station.
Whereas ΓA captures the largest elevation difference, ΓB accommodates higher elevation
conditions, and ΓD, C accounts for local circulation patterns. Pressure levels closest to the
respective reference height were applied. In case of a temporal variability of pressure levels
found to be closest to one reference height, the level with the highest distance to its counterpart
was chosen. To correct ERA5 2mT, equation 2 was used, with varying Γ.
T cor ¼ T ERA

2m

þ Γ*Δh

ð2Þ

,where TERA _ 2m is defined by the 2mT of ERA5 and h the difference between GpHhPa _ A and
GpHhPa _ B.
To evaluate the elevation correction method, both original ERA5 and corrected ERA5 must
be compared to the validation stations. Therefore, four accuracy measures were calculated, and
model data was tested against the station inside the corresponding raster cell. As suitable
accuracy measures, the coefficient of determination (R2), the root mean squared error (RMSE),
the mean absolute error (MAE), and BIAS were used. Information on the formula to calculate
those accuracy measures can be found in Online Resource 1.
To test for a statistically significant performance difference between the original and corrected
data sets, the paired two sample Wilcoxon Rank-Sum Test using the absolute differences between
the meteorological station data and the corrected dataset was applied. As a last step, the linear trend
analysis using the elevation corrected ERA5 dataset, was conducted. The trend magnitude and trend
significance were derived using the Sen’s slope estimator and the Mann Kendall test, respectively
(Kendall 1975; Mann 1945; Sen 1968; Theil 1950).

3.2 Snow trend analysis
To detect temporal changes in local snow patterns, the snow cover product MOD10A1 based
on the images of the moderate resolution imaging spectroradiometer (MODIS) on board the
Terra Satellite was chosen (Hall et al. 2016). MOD10A1 provided daily images of the snow
signal in form of the Normalized Difference Snow Index (NDSI) starting in spring 2000 to
present, with a spatial resolution of nominal 500 meters. In this study all available MOD10A1
images from 2001 to December 2018 have been acquired via the National Snow and Ice Data
Centre. More information on data structure, snow algorithm, and uncertainties can be found in
Riggs et al. (2016). Whereas previous studies have confirmed the suitability of MODIS snow
cover products for snow detection in mountainous terrain (e.g. Gascoin et al. 2015; Jain et al.
2008) and its high accuracy over Central Asia (Gafurov et al. 2013), uncertainties in snow
cover values exists due to the influence of clouds, different snow characteristics, or illumination conditions (Brubaker et al. 2005; Crawford 2015). Since cloud covered pixels are the main
limitation of snow cover products such as MOD10A1, several gap-filling approaches exist to
derive cloud-free images (c.f. Hall et al. 2019). In this study a temporal gap filling procedure
was applied using a simple linear interpolation of the NDSI values. Gaps at the very beginning
or end of a time series without preceding or subsequent values, were filled by using the closest
available value. Whereas more complex cloud removal approaches exist (e.g. Gafurov and
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Bárdossy 2009), a simple temporal gap filling can already provide good results and enhance
the accuracy of snow cover estimates at a given day (Hall et al. 2019).
To detect temporal changes in snow cover we used the NDSI time series for: (1) the grid
cells, in which the villages are located; and (2) the grid cells intersecting a one-kilometre buffer
zone around the villages. Considering the local topography, the buffer zone accounts for those
areas surrounding the villages, which are visible to the communities and influence their
perception of snow. To identify changes in the timing of snow onset, snow offset and changes
in the length of the snow period, we defined the full snow season (FSS) after Choi et al. (2010).
FSS ¼ ð52weeks−FSS onset week Þ þ FSS offset week

ð6Þ

, where FSS onset week is defined as the first week after summer, where the number of days
with a snow cover > 50 % prevail. FSS offset week is defined as the first week of the year,
where the number of weekdays with a snow cover < 50 % prevail.
For the snow trend analysis, the grid cells of the villages and the grid cells located within the
buffer zone, were taken into consideration. The trend magnitude was derived using the Sen’s slope
estimator and the trend significance using the Mann-Kendall test. All processing steps regarding
temperature and snow analysis were done using the R Software environment (R Core Team 2018).

3.3 Community observations
3.3.1 Community Workshops 2017 and 2018
A first round of community workshops were held in 2017 at the 20th of June in Savnob (20
participants) and at the 27th of June in Roshorv (18 participants) to establish a relationship
between community members and scientists. Because of cultural differences and the difficult
accessibility of the research villages, scientists needed to make themselves familiar with the
sociocultural and biophysical situation of the communities in order to tailor the interview
questions to the community livelihoods. The workshops were organised by synchronous
research activities on traditional ecological calendars, where scientists of this publication were
also involved. In the workshops, communities created seasonal rounds which provided insights
into local livelihoods, ecological events, and environmental and climatological conditions
(Kassam et al. 2018). The workshops of 2017 lasted for three hours.
In 2018, a second round of workshops was held (2nd of July in Savnob with 23 participants,
th
6 of July in Roshorv with 19 participants) to provide space for all community members to
participate in the research and to identify knowledgeable community members to be questioned
in the individual interviews. Participants were questioned about seasonal changes in temperature,
precipitation, and snow. Questions were identical to the interview questions of 2018 and can be
found in Online Resource 1. Workshops were further used to share scientific information about
regional climate trends with the community members to initiate a two-way learning process (Haag
et al., 2019). The workshops were conducted in the homes of village leaders and were always started
with a shared meal. The workshops of 2019 lasted for two hours.

3.3.2 Structured interviews 2018 and 2019
Structured interviews were conducted in June 2018 and June 2019 to assess individual
observations of local climate change. The aim of the interviews was to extract information
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about seasonal trends in temperature, precipitation, and snow cover. In 2018, only five
interviews were conducted in each village with key informants, who were identified in the
community workshop. Time constraints prevented a higher number of interviews.
Despite the small number, interviews were important to test the structure and wording
of the interview questions as cultural and linguistic differences between scientists and
informants existed. In 2019, 20 more interviews were conducted in each village. New
interview participants were identified with the help of the village leader and selected
according to their age, gender, and ecological profession. In order to get a historical
sense of weather changes, most participants were farmers and herders above the age
of 50 and must have spent most of their life in the village. Interviews took place at
the interviewees’ home or farm. As some traditional communities can have their own
seasons, informants were asked to provide a short definition of their seasonal understanding. In 2019, interviews were used to further investigate in the temporal component of climate trends and their potential indicators. Last one was investigated by
asking e.g. “How do you know autumn is warming?”. To help participants anticipate
long-term changes in climate rather than short-term weather fluctuations, we used a
set of historically time markers, whose importance for the communities was identified
with the help of our local community researcher. In 2018, time markers referred to
exact years, such as “2015 - the year of the earthquake” or “1990 - the collapse of
the Soviet Union”. In 2019, we changed the structure of the time markers from single
years to periods of time to prevent interviewees to primarily refer their answers to one
year or season. The full set of questions for the interviews in 2018 and 2019 and the
respective time markers can be found in Online Resource 1. Before each interview,
informed consent was sought to record and to use the interview for research purposes.
In no instance did a community member refuse to participate.
To analyse community observations on climate trends and to identify shared
patterns of knowledge, we calculated a consensus index based on Rapinski et al.
(2018). Transforming qualitative data into semi-quantitative variables helps to reduce
the complexity of the information and to identify general trends using the level of
agreement within the community. Similar to the concept of a cultural consensus
analysis, the consensus index assumes a relationship between the level of agreement
within the group of respondents and the accuracy of the proclaimed observation
(Romney et al. 1986). In this study, we calculated a consensus index (dFC) to
quantify the magnitude and direction of change of a specific observation following
the approach by Rapinski et al. (2018).
dFC ¼ ∑wf =F

ð7Þ

, where f is the number of observations and F the total number of interviews. w is the
code attributed to the observation, regarding its direction. Whereas increasing trends (e.g. rising
temperatures, increasing precipitation, later onset/offset of snow) received the code 1, decreasing
trends received the code -1. If no trend direction was identified, the observation was coded with 0.
An overview of the observations and the corresponding codes can be found in Online Resource 1.
The obtained dFC index ranks between -1 and 1, indicating the direction of change and its
level of agreement within the community. If dFC equals 1 or -1, a complete agreement can be
noted. If the index is close to 0, no consent could be achieved. The results of the consent
analysis are based on the 50 interviews undertaken by the first author in 2018 and 2019.
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4 Results
4.1 Temperature trends
To derive village scale temperature trends, we first downscaled ERA5 temperature data and
validated the suitability of this approach before conducting the trend analysis. The performance of the original ERA5 data and the two best correction methods are summarized in table
1, which can be found in Online Resource 1 of this manuscript. Original ERA5 shows a good
temporal correlation with the station data with R2 values between 0.88 and 0.95. Whereas
BIAS ranges between -12.32 °C and -16.34 °C, which indicates a general cold bias of the
original ERA5 dataset, RMSE and MAE show an average error across all stations of
14.54 °C and 14.26 °C per month, respectively. Regarding the magnitude of the error
measurements, a relation between the error size and the altitude difference between
model and station data can be observed. Rushan, with the greatest altitude difference
of 1544 meters, shows the highest model errors. Navobob, with the smallest altitude
difference of 1252 meters, depicts the lowest model errors across all stations. Savnob
deviates from that trend, as its elevation difference is low, but model errors exceed all
other stations. Given that four correction methods have been applied initially, only
performance measures of method ΓD and ΓC are presented in table 1, since they
delivered the best results. The presented methods show a reduction in the RMSE
between 52 % to 62 % and a significant decrease in the MAE between 55 % to 65 %
compared to the error measurements of the original ERA5 data. Furthermore, the
initial cold bias of ERA5 was reduced by 52 % to 64 %. Although the correction
methods lead to a reduction in the RMSE, MAE, and BIAS, no improvement in the
temporal correlation could be achieved. Regarding the relation between error magnitude and difference in elevation, no pattern could be discerned anymore after the
elevation correction was applied. Whereas the correction methods substantially improved the model performance of ERA5, unpredictable errors remained (results not
shown here). Those remaining errors show a seasonal distribution, being lowest in
winter.
Using the elevation corrected ERA5 dataset for the temperature trend analysis we identified
a statistically significant increase in summer temperatures in both villages. Summer temperatures increased by 0.32 °C per decade and 0.38 °C per decade in Savnob and Roshorv,
respectively (Table 1). The second highest trend magnitudes according to ERA5, were
detected in autumn for both villages. However, those trends are not significant on a statistical
basis which also applies for the two lowest trend magnitudes in spring and winter.

Table 1 Annual and seasonal temperature trends per decade (°C) for the villages Savnob and Roshorv (19792018) using the elevation corrected ERA5 temperature data. Asterisk indicates the significance level (p<0.05).

Annual
Spring
Summer
Autumn
Winter

Savnob

Roshorv

0.15 [ -0.03 to 0.32 ]
0.09 [ -0.14 to 0.33 ]
0.32* [ 0.03 to 0.61 ]
0.22 [ -0.17 to 0.61 ]
0.11 [ -0.25 to 0.49 ]

0.17 [ -0.03 to 0.37 ]
0.07 [ -0.15 to 0.3 ]
0.38* [ 0.04 to 0.76 ]
0.27 [ -0.2 to 0.69 ]
0.09 [ -0.32 to 0.5 ]
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4.2 Snow trends
Using the MOD10A1 snow cover product revealed temporal changes in the snow
cover extent between 2001 and 2018 in the villages of Savnob and Roshorv. The
results showed an increasing trend in the timing of snow onset and a decreasing trend
in the timing of snow offset, combined leading to a shortening of the snow season
(Fig. 2). Whereas snow tends to arrive later and melt earlier, those observations are

a

b

c

Fig. 2 Changes in the timing of snow onset, snow offset and in the duration of the snow period in weeks for the
villages Savnob and Roshorv. Data was derived from the satellite-based snow cover product MOD10A1.
Asterisk indicates the significance level (p<0.05).
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not statistically significant. The only significant change detected in terms of snow
cover extent, was the decreasing length of the snow period in Savnob (Fig. 2C). The
period of snow in Savnob shortened by 5.4 weeks between 2001 and 2018.

4.3 Community observations and indicators
As community observations can be multidimensional and complex, a consensus index enabled
to identify shared patterns of observations (Fig. 3). In this study, we consider a dFC index
between 0.3 and 0.65 as moderate consent, between 0.65 and 0.8 as strong consent, and above
0.8 as very strong consent. This stratification follows the scheme outlined in Rapinski et al.
(2018), with an additional class to differentiate high levels of consent. Observations reaching a
consent under 0.3 are not further considered in this study. In Roshorv, the community
members reached very strong consent regarding decreasing levels of snow (dFC of -0.82).
Moderate agreement was reached in terms of increasing autumn and winter temperatures,
decreasing levels of rain, and a delay in the timing of snow onset. In Savnob, moderate consent
was reached for decreasing levels of snow and rain (dFC of -0.5) and increasing temperatures
in winter (dFC of 0.5).
Whereas changes in weather and climate are often not directly visible, community members
explain their perceptions by ecological or sociocultural indicators and impacts. In Savnob and
Roshorv, indicators were identified in regard to agriculture, infrastructure, natural environment
and daily routines. Indicators mentioned three or more times in the interviews are listed in Fig.
4. Indicators reported in both villages include an earlier time of harvest, earlier start of
fieldwork, decreasing demand for heating resources, earlier melting of snow, and a more
comfortable feeling because of warmer temperatures.
“In the past, we harvested later. Sometimes it took us until October. Now, we finish our
harvest in September. Wheat, barley, and beans have ripened at that time.” (R13, 2019)

Roshorv

Savnob

Fig. 3 Observations of meteorological changes, reported by the villagers of Savnob and Roshorv. The dFC index
shows the direction of change and its consent among the community members. The closer the index to -1/1, the
higher the agreement. Positive index values indicate an increase/delay, and negative values a decrease/earlier
start. The consensus index is based on 50 interviews, which were conducted in Savnob and Roshorv in 2018 and
2019.
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Fig. 4 Impacts and indicators of climate change reported by the community members of Savnob and Roshorv in
the interviews of 2019 Numbers in parenthesis indicate how many times an indicator was mentioned within a
community. Climate-induced drivers (i.e. seasonal changes in temperature and snow) have been identified by the
community members in relation to their reported indicator. For example, 22 respondents in Roshorv reported that
harvest is occurring at an earlier time of the year. Possible drivers for that change have been identified as
increasing temperatures in spring, summer, and autumn.

In Roshorv, conflicting observations were made about the availability of water, which is
provided to the village by a glacier-fed stream. According to eight respondents, there is less
water in the stream resulting in insufficient water availability for irrigation. However, four
other respondents stated a sufficient water supply for irrigation. Regardless its effects on
agriculture and irrigation, community members independently reported less water in the stream
and a decrease in the size of the glacier above the village. Concerning the communities’
infrastructure, people in Roshorv explained that their roads and paths are less blocked by snow
in winter, due to shrinking levels of snow.
“Since the 1980s snow is becoming less and less. Before the 1990s we had to clean the
roads to Gudara and Savnob every winter. Now, cars can drive there without having to
clean the road first.” (R17, 2019)
Decreasing amounts of snow have also been reported in the villages of Savnob. People
remember that in earlier times they spread sand on the snow to hasten the melting process.
Although, nature-based communities have learnt over generations to anticipate changes in
weather and climate, community members frequently mentioned enhanced variability in the
weather. Annual fluctuations in the timing of plant blossoming and field fruit maturity have
been mentioned as indicators for increased weather variability. Additionally, three people
directly reported that the weather is getting more variable and the seasons more unpredictable.
For subsistence-based farmers, higher variability in the weather can have severe impacts on
their harvest and unpredictability of seasons results in anxiety (Kassam et al., 2011). At no
time, people associated anthropogenic climate change as a potential cause behind their
experienced impacts. Instead, people argued that their perception of changes in weather and
climate might rather be influenced by their age, health, ecological profession, beliefs, changes
in machinery, or availability of heating resources.
“We feel that it is getting warmer. An explanation is that in the past we had community
farms (Kolkhoz) and state farms (Sovkhoz) and not everyone had to work on the fields.
Maybe after this period we started feeling the heat because more people became farmers
and had to work on the fields again. However, people started to become farmers in 1991
[after collapse of the Soviet Union and during the civil war] and we started to feel that it
is getting warmer around 1995/1998.” (R5, 2019)

4.4 Cogeneration of knowledge using community observations and instrumental
data
In order to derive more detailed information about local climate trends in Savnob and Roshorv,
instrumental data records and community observations were integrated and areas of similarity
and difference identified. No concordances could be identified in terms of temperature trends.
Whereas a significant increase in summer temperatures was shown by the downscaled ERA5
records, community members of Roshorv reached strong consent on warming temperatures in
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autumn and winter. In Savnob, strong consent was only reached on warming temperatures in
winter. ERA5 also showed a warming trend for autumn and winter but not on a statistically
significant level. In terms of snow, community observations and instrumental data related
partly to different characteristics of snow. Whereas community members anticipated the
amount of snow, the applied remote sensing data provided long-term measurements of snow
cover extent. Community members of both villages indicated decreasing levels of snow and
the analysis of satellite images revealed a shortening of the snow season in Savnob. Evidence
for a shorter time period was also derived from the community observations of Roshorv.
Community members identified a delay in the timing of snow onset. In terms of rain, only
community observations provided information about possible trends directions. With a moderate level of agreement, communities indicated a decrease in rain. No information could be
achieved by using instrumental climate data.

5 Discussion
5.1 Instrumental climate data
In extra-alpine mountain environments, gridded data products can show high uncertainties in
predicting local-scale climate conditions because of their low grid resolution and the limited
availability of in-situ measurements (Hu et al. 2016). In the Pamirs, those data restrictions lead to
prevailing uncertainties about local-scale climate trends (Unger-Shayesteh et al. 2013). One
objective of this study is to generate high-resolution climate data for the villages Savnob and
Roshorv to investigate in local trends of temperature and snow. In terms of temperature, local time
series were generated by downscaling ERA5 data, using a lapse rate based approach (c.f. Gao
et al. 2017). Our downscaling resulted in a maximum reduction of the RMSE and MAE of 62 %
and 65 % compared to the uncorrected dataset over the Pamir, respectively. The magnitude of this
error reduction is in accordance with previous studies carried out by Gao et al. (2012) and Gao
et al. (2017) using the precursor dataset of ERA5, ERA-Interim, over the Tibetan plateau.
Although, the proposed method shows a good model performance over the Pamirs, the evaluation
is limited to the regional scale due to the low number of available validation stations. However,
this situation is characteristic for large areas worldwide (Zandler et al. 2019). In addition,
unpredictable residuals with a seasonal pattern remained in the corrected ERA5 data. Drawing
on the conclusion made in Gerlitz et al. (2014), those seasonal patterns could be related to
unresolved incoming solar radiation or meso- to local-scale circulation patterns. Further possible
factors controlling near-surface temperature, which remain unresolved in the proposed elevation
correction approach include latent heat transfer, topographic effects, observational errors, largescale biases, or internal model background errors (Gao et al. 2017; Gerlitz et al. 2014). A trend
analysis of the downscaled ERA5 data finally revealed an increase in temperature between 1979
to 2018 throughout all seasons in Savnob and Roshorv. However, only summer warming was
statistically significant with 0.32 °C per decade and 0.38 °C per decade, respectively (Table 1).
Regional studies on temperature change in Central Asia also agreed on a general warming trend
but with varying trend magnitudes among the seasons (Chen et al. 2009; Finaev et al. 2016; Haag
et al. 2019; Hu et al. 2014). Our results show, that uncertainties of local climate change, arising
from counterintuitive findings of regional temperature studies, can be substantially reduced by
generating village scale temperature trends using the elevation-correction approach based on
ERA5 internal vertical lapse rates after Gao et al. (2017). Despite remaining uncertainties, lapse
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rate downscaling can provide more accurate temperature estimates for Savnob and Roshorv than
received from the original ERA5 data.
Trends in local snow patterns were directly derived from the snow cover product
MOD10A1 with a pixel resolution of 500 meters. Results showed a statistically significant
shortening of the snow period in Savnob. Results on snow variations in Roshorv and temporal
variations in the timing of snow onset and snow offset in both villages were not statistically
significant. Other regional studies over the Pamirs also indicated a decrease in snow cover as
well as a shift towards earlier snow melt in spring (Dietz et al. 2014; Li et al. 2018). Different
study results or missing statistical significance can be caused by the fact that patchy snow
cover in the subpixel scale might not be detected by MOD10A1 (Hall and Riggs 2007).
Furthermore, the general availability and accuracy of optical remote sensing images can be
constrained by cloud cover, solar illumination, and sensor viewing geometry and thus influence the estimation of snow cover in mountainous terrain (Crawford 2015). Whereas
MOD10A1 can provide reasonable information about local variations in snow cover, community members of Savnob and Roshorv showed a higher anticipation of snow amounts rather
than snow extent. It was not possible to assess the depth of snow using instrumental data, as
operational observations of snow depth still face technical limitations in their spatial, temporal,
and vertical resolution in mountain environments (Lievens et al. 2019).

5.2 Community observations
Traditional communities around the world were shown to possess detailed knowledge of
weather and climate, which is based on daily practices and observations (e.g. Green et al. 2010;
Ifejika Speranza et al. 2010; Ingty 2017). In the Pamirs, Kassam et al. (2018) already reported
a close anticipation of ecological and environmental processes by the community members of
Savnob and Roshorv. Building on those results, this study aims to investigate in community
perceptions of local climate trends. Results show, that both communities shared a high consent
in regard to decreasing trends in rain and snow, and increasing temperatures in winter.
Community members of Roshorv further identified a warming trend in autumn and a delay
in snow onset (Fig. 3). According to previous studies, community observations are (i) biased
towards changes which are directly visible or affect local livelihoods (c.f. Rapinski et al. 2018;
Riseth et al. 2011), and (ii) vary in their quality and substance between community members
(Fernández-Llamazares et al., 2017). First one applies to the high community consent in
Savnob and Roshorv in regard to decreasing levels of snow. Whereas snow is directly visible
to the people, it also dictates the timing of herding activities and controls the hydrological
cycle in the villages. Furthermore, communities face isolation when there is too much snow,
impeding any contact with neighbouring villages and disabling any kind of external provisioning. Therefore, people pay close attention to changes in snow, which enhances the
reliability of such observations. Similar to the communities of Savnob and Roshorv,
resource-based communities were shown to anticipate changes in temperature by using a set
of ecological or sociocultural indicators, such as changes in the timing of agricultural activities,
agricultural yields, livestock, infrastructure, or health (c.f. Ayanlade et al. 2017; Kieslinger
et al. 2019; Klein et al. 2014). Considering the frequency of reported impacts for each season
in Savnob and Roshorv supports this argumentation (Fig. 4). Most impacts are reported in
association with increasing autumn and winter temperatures. Whereas biophysical impacts and
signs can be strong evidence for local changes in climate, their causes can be diverse.
Therefore, scientists should aim to understand the sociocultural context where the information
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originated from. In Savnob and Roshorv, consent about warming temperatures in autumn and
winter may be reinforced by a higher attention of the community members towards changes in
their biophysical environment at this time of the year, as those seasons are important for local
livelihoods and food systems. On the other side, less attention may be paid to indicators
occurring in other seasons, which could explain the low consent about changes in summer
temperature. Given the preceding argumentation, it came unexpected that decreasing levels of
rain reached high consent in both communities. Neither is rain occurring frequently in the
villages, due to semi-arid climate conditions, nor have many impacts been reported by the
community members regarding rainfall events.
Whereas the reliability of community perceptions can differ between climate variables, the
quality and substance of observations can also vary between community members (FernándezLlamazares et al. 2017). As individual viewpoints can be influenced by socioeconomic factors
such as age, gender, or profession, we selected a homogenous group of participants in terms of
age and profession to ensure a sound understanding of local climate and weather processes.
Although, mean and women may perceive changes differently (Kalanda-Joshua et al. 2011),
we did not enforce an equal gender distribution to respect local norms. Our results showed, that
individual perceptions can be further influenced by existing daily routines of the respective
communities. For example, community members of Roshorv experienced the availability of
irrigation water differently (Fig. 4). As irrigation in Roshorv is strictly scheduled by an
irrigation plan, it is likely, that individual perceptions of water availability may be influenced
by the respondents’ position in the order of irrigation. To enhance the quality of the research
results, understanding the context where information originate from is essential for scientists.
A further challenge in the analysis of peoples’ perception of long-term climate trends,
constitutes the influence of short-term weather fluctuations and extreme weather events
(Reyes-García et al. 2016). In this study, we used historical time markers to help people
anticipate long-term changes in climate. This method showed promising results as interviewees memorized the identified time period in the past and did not refer their answers to
the last seasons or extreme events. However, to ensure the effectiveness of this method time
markers have to be remembered by all community members and should appear in the form of
time periods, rather than single years, to prevent seasonal biases. Whereas certain measures
can be taken to enhance the reliability of community observations, a validation of the result,
probably at a different time of the year than the initial stage of inquiry or with an independent
sample, remain often missing in social science research. Due to time limitations a validation
stage could not be included in this study but is strongly encouraged for future research.

5.3 Cogeneration of knowledge across knowledge systems
Cogenerating knowledge across different epistemologies is conceptually and methodologically
challenging. Knowledge systems differ in their structure, values, and worldviews, and therefore entail their own strengths, limitations, and uncertainties (Aikenhead and Ogawa 2007;
López et al. 2017). Against this background, we aimed to generate new information about
local climate trends in the Pamirs by integrating instrumental climate data and community
observations. Whereas our results showed different trend observations between both knowledge systems, we argue that both data types are highly complementary in detecting
local climate trends in a peripheral mountain environment, as they (i) reduce existing
uncertainties, (ii) provide new information, and (iii) introduce new perspectives. In
terms of temperature, both knowledge systems provided information about seasonal
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temperature trends, however with different outcomes. ERA5 only showed a significant
warming trend for summer, whereas community members identified autumn and
winter as warming. Integrative studies in other regions also reported on different
trend observations, which they argued with an existing scale mismatch between both
knowledge systems (Fernández-Llamazares et al. 2017; Kieslinger et al. 2019). Whereas in our study a scale mismatch was prevented by downscaling ERA5 data to
village-scale, the limited accuracy of the original ERA5 datasets due to missing insitu measurements still influences the spatial accuracy of downscaled temperature
estimates and their significance measures. Community observations can reduce prevailing uncertainties by providing further evidences for local changes in temperature
in the form of biophysical signs and indicators. Whereas those observations are
limited in terms of objectivity and do not exist in the form of empirical, formal
measurements, they are rooted and verified by daily observations and practices.
Therefore, community observations can broaden the amount of available climate
information at the site of specific villages and counteract prevailing uncertainties of
instrumental data products.
In terms of snow, community observations and satellite data are highly complementary as
they provide exclusive information about different snow variables. In peripheral areas, remote
sensed products are often the only way to gain quantitative information about local snow
patterns. However, those products perform better in estimating local snow cover extent than
snow depth, if no in-situ measurements exist (Hoelzle et al. 2019). Resident communities on
the other side, pay attention to other characteristics of snow. In the Pamirs, communities relate
their observations to the amount of snow. In Norway, communities were shown to entail
extensive knowledge about different types of snow (Riseth et al. 2011). Whereas both
observations entail their limitations, such as uncertainties in satellite estimates due to cloud
cover or missing standardized measurements by people, they can provide detailed information
which cannot be gained using one knowledge system exclusively. Further, satellite images are
generally restricted in the length of their observation period, providing data for the last two
decades. Community observations can include generational or even trans-generational information about local snow characteristics. A combination of both knowledge systems can
provide new and site-specific information about local snow characteristics. In the Pamirs,
such information can have substantial benefits for predicting seasonal run-off regimes and
subsequently the availability of drinking and irrigation water for local communities (UngerShayesteh et al. 2013).

6 Conclusion
The assessment of local climate trends in mountain environments constitutes a global research
challenge. Uncertainty in climate data, which may result from a limited availability and
temporal persistence of meteorological stations as well as coarse resolution gridded products,
constrains the reliability of the conclusions drawn from such data sources. Therefore, it is of
utmost importance for any locally adapted conclusions on climate change to reduce the
uncertainty of the underlying data set. This study addresses this issue by integrating instrumental climate data and community observations on local climate trends in order to investigate
complementarity. We applied a multi-method approach using downscaled ERA5 temperature
data, the snow cover product MOD10A1 from MODIS, qualitative interviews, and community
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workshops. Seasonal trends in data from ERA5 and MOD10A1 were investigated using a
statistical trend analysis. Shared pattern of knowledge in community observations on climate
trends were identified using a consensus index. Our result showed that agropastoral communities in the Pamirs have deep-rooted knowledge of weather and climate which they derived
from daily practices and long-term observations of their biophysical surroundings. Comparing
communities’ consent about local climate trends with instrumental climate records did not
provide coinciding results. For temperature, instrumental climate data indicated an increasing
trend in summer temperatures, whereas community observations identified a warming trend
for autumn and winter. Discordant trend observations may essentially arise from multiple
reasons, such as the statistical uncertainty in the downscaled temperature data or a seasonal
bias in the communities’ perception of climate trends. In terms of snow, both knowledge
systems provided information about different snow parameter, which could not be derived by
using one knowledge system exclusively. Community members reported on decreasing levels
of snow, whereas satellite data demonstrated a shortening of the snow period in one of the
villages. Indications for decreasing rainfall amounts could only be derived from community
observations as local instrumental rainfall estimates are not available for the Pamirs.
Integrating data from independent knowledge systems is challenging, as knowledge systems differ in their structure and values, entailing their individual strengths and limitations.
Given the high uncertainties of instrumental climate data in the Pamirs, we argue that
community observations can reduce such uncertainties by providing new information about
local climate trends. However, scientists have to carefully assess the context were human
observations originate from to strengthen the reliability of such data. Establishing rapport and a
respectful research relationship between scientists and local knowledge holders should be
obligatory and acknowledged in the funding period of transdisciplinary research projects.
Whereas this study was conducted in the Pamirs, the proposed approach can be transferred to
other data-scarce, peripheral regions, such as the Himalaya, Andes, or rural parts of Africa,
where traditional communities share a strong connectivity with their biophysical habitat.
Further, integrated results from different knowledge systems at the scale of individual villages
can provide valuable information for local climate adaptation or impact studies.
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